GENERAL INFORMATION

16TH IBSA EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS IN NINE PIN BOWLING FOR BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
KOPRIVNICA, CROATIA, 21.-29.05.2016
Dear Friends,

The Croatian Blind Sport Association and our partner city of Koprivnica, County of Koprivničko-Križevačka, are pleased to invite your blind and visually impaired Nine pin bowling athletes to take part in the 16TH IBSA EC IN NINE PIN BOWLING FOR BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPARIED KOPRIVNICA, 21.-29.05.2016

16TH IBSA EC IN NINE PIN BOWLING 2016 LOC:
CROATIAN BLIND SPORT ASSOCIATION
DRASKOVICEVA 80,
10 000 Zagreb, HR
hsss@zg.t-com.hr
+385 1 4812 506
http://en.hsss-cbsa.hr/

All correspondence from IBSA to LOC should be sent to:
CROATIAN BLIND SPORT ASSOCIATION
Ruza Markesic, secretary

E-mail: hsss@zg.t-com.hr and markesicruza@gmail.com

Phone: +385 1 4812 506 +385 1 (0)95 9026 415
Official web page: http://en.hsss-cbsa.hr
Facebook page: TBD

DATE OF EVENT:
Arrival date Saturday, 21.05.2016.
Departure date: Sunday, 29.05.2016
Classification date: Sunday, 22.05., and Monday 23.05.2016.
Competitions date: 24. - 28.05.2016.
HOST CITY: Koprivnica, Croatia

More info about host city in web page below:

Google map of Koprivnica: https://www.google.hr/maps/@46.1028992,16.945118,11z

ACCOMODATION:

HOTEL PODRAVINA
Hrvatske državnosti 9,
48000 Koprivnica
Telefon: +385(0)48 621 025
Fax: +385(48) 621 178
http://www.hotel-podravina.hr

ENTRY FEES (per person/per day):

- 90,00 euro/per person/ day in Single room
- 80,00 euro/ per person/day in Double room
- 65,00 euro/per persons/day in Triple room

The number of single rooms and Triple rooms is limited; the organizer will give priority to the first bookings. In first Entry form please note number and type of rooms needed for your team.

The entry fee includes participation fee, transport to Hotel (from bus, rally or international airport stations, accommodation, meak in full pension regime, classification cost, venue cost, referee cost. Start with lunch (May 21st ) till breakfast on Sunday (May 29th 2016).
CLASSIFICATION

Planning Classification days are: 22.05, 23.05.2016.

Please read rules in link below and prepare your team for Classification according the rules.


Medical Diagnostics Form (MDF) and other required medical diagnostics documentation must be uploaded 6 weeks before EC start.

The MDF form must be completed in English by a registered ophthalmologist in your country.

IBSA ISAS registration of players:

All athletes participating in EC 2016, must be registered in the new ISAS database and have a current ISAS Active Sport License for 2016 and IBSA Athletes ID Card.

For more information please contact ibsaassist@ibsasport.org.

IBSA FEE

- The countries must pay an IBSA Capitation Fee per competitor.
- The fee is 25 Euro (€) per competitor to LOC of EC 2016.
- Each IBSA Member must have paid its 2016 IBSA Membership.

RULES: EC 2016 will be made according:

1. IBSA Ninepin Bowling Rulebook 2014 – 2017 (http://www.ibsasport.org/sports/ninepin-bowling/rules/)

2. IBSA Ninepin Bowling Referee’s Rulebook 2014 – 2017 (http://www.ibsasport.org/sports/ninepin-bowling/rules/)
SPORT VENUE:

Nine pin bowling alley »Kuglana 2«, Koprivnica, 6 track, »Funk«, company
Adress: Koprivnica, Tarašćice b.b.
Picture of Nine pin bowling alley:

DISTANCE:

Nearest Airport: Zagreb International Airport Distance to Hotel (Km): 120

Nearest Train and Bus Station: Koprivnica Distance to Hotel (Km): 500 meters

Distance from Hotel to Venue (Km): 50 meters

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE AND INSURANCE

The competition venue will have all the necessary support for urgent medical assistance for every participant during the competitions.

All members of your delegation MUST have an international travel and personal accident insurance.
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LOC of 16th IBSA EC 2016 in Nine pin Bowling,
Draskovicova 80, 10 000 HR - Zagreb,
+385 1 4812 506, +385 (0)95 9026 415,
hsszg.t-com.hr, markesicruza@gmail.com
PROGRAM OF EVENT (there is possible to make changes):

21th May, Saturday
• Arrival day

22th May, Sunday and 23rd May, Monday
• Medical classification - all day
• Technical meeting, 20.00h Monday 23.05.2016.

24th May, Tuesday
• 08.00h Opening Ceremony
• 09.00h - 18.00h Competition
(Woman Team, Man Team, Victory Ceremony Women Team.)

25th May, Wednesday
• 08.30h - 17.30h Competition (Man Team, Man Single, Woman Single, Victory Ceremony Man team)

26th May, Thursday
• 08.30h - 17.30h Competition
(Tandem Mix, Victory Ceremony Tandem Mix)

27th May, Friday
• 08.30h - 17.30h Competition
Finals and Victory Ceremony for:
WB1, WB2, WB3, MB1,
16TH IBSA EC IN NINE PIN BOWLING FOR BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRIED
KOPRIVNICA, CROATIA, 21.-29.05.2016

28th May, Saturday

- 08.30h - 16.30h Competition
- Finals and Victory Ceremony for:
  MB2, MB3
  - 16.50h Closing Ceremony of the EC
  - 19.00h Banquet

29th May, Sunday

Departures
16TH IBSA EC IN NINE PIN BOWLING FOR BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED
KOPRIVNICA, CROATIA,
21.-29.05.2016

LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE AND PARTNERS:

CROATIAN BLIND SPORT ASSOCIATION,
http://en.hsss-cbsa.hr/

CITY OF KOPRIVNICA,
http://koprivnica.hr/en/

KOPRIVNICA KRIŽEVCI COUNTY,
http://kckzz.hr/en/about-the-county/koprivnica-krizevci-county/

CROATIAN PARALYMPIC COMMITTEE
http://www.hpo.hr/

ZAJEDNICA ŠPORTSKIH UDRUGA
GRADA KOPRIVNICE

KOPRIVNICA CITY SPORT ASSOCIATION, http://www.zsu-kc.hr/

KOPRIVNICA KRIŽEVCI COUNTY  SPORT ASSOCIATION, http://www.zs-kkz.hr/

KOPRIVNICA KRIŽEVCI COUNTY  NINE PIN BOWLING ASSOCIATION
SPORT ASSOCIATION OF BLIND “PODRAVINA”, KOPRIVNICA
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